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Natural Science 

Name and Surname:____________________ SL 1._____ 

Date: _________________    Lesson 8.1 + 8.2 

8.1 Energy transfer in electrical systems 

Circuits and current electricity 

• Some materials are good conductors and will allow 

electrons to flow through them easily. 

• When electric charge flows through a conductor, it is 

called current electricity. 

• Current electricity needs a source of energy to get the 

charge flowing. 

• The source is usually a single cell or battery of cells. 

• A good way to check that the current is flowing is to 

include a device such as a light bulb in the circuit.  

• When the bulb lights up, the current is flowing. 

• An ammeter can also be used to determine whether 

current is flowing. 

• In a circuit, the wires provide a path along which the 

charge may travel. 

• Conducting wires are usually made of metal and carry 

electricity over short or long distances. 

• Copper wires, are good conductors of electricity. 

• The ends of the cells are called terminals. 
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• Current flows from the positive terminal on the cell along 

the wire conductors to the negative terminal. 

 

Components of an electricity circuit 

• A circuit is a complete conducting pathway for electricity.  

• It must remain closed for any devices connected in the 

circuit to work. 

• This means that there must be no gaps or breaks in the 

circuit such as open switches or disconnected wires. 

• The minimum number of components in a circuit is three: 

o A source of electrical energy – this is a cell or battery 

of cells. If more than one cell is used they are usually 

connected in series. 

o Some sort of conducting material – wires made of 

metals such as copper are good conductors of 

electricity. 

o A device which can show that electricity is indeed 

flowing, for example like a light bulb. 

• Other components may be added as the circuit becomes 

more complex. 

• Switches for example, are commonly used in circuits to 

control the flow of charge. 
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Worksheet 8.1: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

True or false 

1. When electric charge flows through a conductor, it is called 

current electricity. ___________ 

2. A circuit is a complete conducting pathway for electricity 

___________ 

(2) 

Fill in the missing words 

1. An __________________ can also be used to determine 

whether current is flowing. 

2. Wires, especially copper wires, are good _______________ 

of electricity.  

3. The minimum number of components in a circuit is 

_________________ 

4. Switches for example, are commonly used in 

_____________ to control the flow of charge. 

(4) 

Answer the following questions 

1. What can be used as a good conductors of electricity? 

__________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________(2) 

2. What are the ends of a cell called? 

________________________________________________(1) 

3. Name the three required components needed to make a 

circuit. 

__________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________ 
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________________________________________________(3) 

4. What is a circuit? 

__________________________________________________ 

________________________________________________(2) 

5. What are used in circuits to control the flow of charge? 

________________________________________________(1) 

Total 15 
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Symbols of components of electrical circuits 

Device Symbol 

Light bulb 

 
Cell 

 
Switch 

 

Resistor 

 

 

Cells and batteries 

• An electrical cell is source of energy which can create an 

electric current. 

• Cells are sold commercially as batteries, but in science a 

battery means two or more cells connected together. 

• Cells/ batteries provide us with a convenient and portable 

means to power the many electrical gadgets that we have 

becomes so dependent on in our modern world. 

• When you examine a cell, you will notice that it has two 

terminals. One is marked positive (+) and the other is 

marked negative (-). 
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• On a 1,5 volt cell the terminals are at opposite ends but on 

a 9 volt battery they are next to each other. 

 

• Inside a cell are chemicals which have potential energy. 

• When the cell is connected into a completed circuit, these 

chemicals react to produce electrical energy. 

• This energy produces a voltage by providing the electric 

charge (electrons) with potential energy. 

Voltage 

• Voltage is a measure of how strongly the electrons are 

pushed along the wire conductor.  

• As the charge begins to flow along the wire conductors, 

this potential energy in the cell becomes kinetic energy in 

the charges (electrons).  

• Since chemical reaction are needed to generate electrical 

energy, a cell’s ability to generate electricity only last until 

the chemicals inside are all used up. After that the cell is 

said to be ‘flat’. 

Resistor 

• A resistor is a device in a circuit which resist or opposes 

the flow of electrical current. 
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• A resistor does this by making it more difficult for the 

electrons to flow along the conducting wire. 

• The flow of current may be controlled using a resistor.  

• This differs from a switch in that a switch is either open or 

closed, causing current to stop flowing or to start. 

Rheostats 

• A resistor can change the amount of current flowing 

through the circuit while not having to break the circuit. 

• Some resistors are designed to restrict the flow of current 

in the circuit, they are called rheostats or variable resistors 

because they change the amount of current flowing 

through the circuit.  

• A good example of a variable resistor is found in the 

volume control of a stereo.  

Heating resistors 

• As current flows through a resistor, the charges have to 

work hard to move through the resistor. 

• As a result, the resistor heats up. This is the heating effect 

of an electric current. 

• Electric heaters for example are made of long coils of high 

resistance wires. 

• When the current flows through these wires, because of 

the high resistance, the electrons have to work much 

harder to get through the wire. 

• This creates a heating effect as electrical energy is 

transformed into heat and light energy. 

• The bars on the heater glow red hot and heat is radiated 

outwards to warm an area.  
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• Kettles, stove and heating devices in hot water geysers all 

work on the same principle.  
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Worksheet 8.2: Energy transfer in electrical systems 

Fill in the missing words 

1. On a 1.5 volt cell the terminals are at __________________ 

ends but on a 9 volt battery they are __________________ 

each other. 

2. Voltage is a measure of how _________________ the 

electrons are pushed along the wire conductor.  

3. The flow of current may be controlled using a 

__________________________ 

4. Some resistors are designed to ____________________ the 

flow of current in the circuit.  

(5) 

Answer the following questions 

1. Draw and name the symbols of components of electrical 

circuits.  

Device Symbol 

  

  

  

  

(8) 
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5. What is the difference between a cell and a battery? 

________________________________________________(2) 

5. What is a resistor? 

________________________________________________(1) 

4. Name 3 examples of heating resistors. 

________________________________________________(3) 

5. Give an example of a rheostat. 

________________________________________________(1) 

Total 20 

 



Constitutional rights and responsibilities 

 

Date:  _____________________  Heading:_________________________________ 

 

Lesson  8   What are human rights? 

1. We all have a responsibility to each other to behave in a way that doesn’t 
harm others.  

2. Human rights make sure that we treat others and are treated with fairness, 
acceptance, tolerance and respect. 

3. Human rights apply to all, no matter who you are. 
4. The most basic human right is the right to life and physical safety – being 

protected from being killed or hurt. 
5. There are many other human rights, but two of the most important to most 

people are freedom of speech and freedom of belief. 
6. Freedom of speech allows people to say what they think without getting into 

trouble, e.g. criticising governments. 
7. Freedom of belief means people can practise any religion as long as they 

don’t harm other people. 
8. Other important rights are: the right to learn and the right to speak the 

language you choose. 
9. In the past there were no official human rights to protect people. 
10. Today we have human rights so we can live safely and peacefully with others. 

They are based on people respecting each other, and living together with 
dignity. 

 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

1. It is called ’universal’ because these are rights which people who live all over 
the world should have.  

2. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights led to international human rights 
laws and agreements that help protect people worldwide. 

3. This is necessary because not all governments protect their people’s rights. 
4. International human rights laws makes cruel behaviour like slavery and torture 

illegal everywhere in the world. 
5. This makes it a powerful counter-strategy, because one country can act 

against another’s injustice. 
6. In South Africa, a Bill of Rights was drawn up in 1993 as a part of the end of 

apartheid. 
7. It is part of our official Constitution, which makes South Africa a country with a 

strong plan to prevent human rights violations. 

2.  Lesson 8 



SL Lesson 8 What are human rights?  

1.  Fill in true or false 

a)  We all have a responsibility towards each other to behave in a way that doesn’t  

     harm others.                                                                                      ___________                                                                                                  

b) Human rights make sure that we treat others with no respect and are treat others 

     unfair.                                                                                                  __________ 

c) Human rights apply only to some.                                                        __________ 

d)  The most basic human right is the right to life and physical safety.   ___________ 

e)  Two of the most important human rights to most of the people are freedom of  

      speech and freedom of belief.                                                     ___________ (5) 

2.  Complete the following sentences 

a)  Freedom of speech allows people to say what they ________ without getting into 

     __________________________.                                                                        (2) 

b)  Freedom of _________________ means people can practise any religion as they 

     don’t ___________________ other people.                                                        (2) 

c)  Other important rights are: the right to ____________________ and the right to  

     ______________________ the _____________________ you choose.           (3) 

d)  Today we have human rights so we can live safely and ___________________  

      with others.                                                                                                          (1) 

e)  They are based on people __________________ each other, and living together 

      with __________________________.                                                         (2) [10] 

3.  Answer the following questions 

a)  Why is the ‘Universal Declaration of Human Rights’ are called ‘universal’? 

_______________________________________________________________  (2) 

 



3.  Lesson 8 

b)  What led to international human rights laws and agreements that help protect  

     people worldwide. 

________________________________________________________________ (2) 

c)  Why is this necessary? 

________________________________________________________________ (1) 

d)  What do international Human rights prevent? 

________________________________________________________________ (1) 

e)  When is the Bill of Rights drawn up? 

_______________________________________________________________ (1) 

f)  Against what does the country have a strong constitution? 

_______________________________________________________________ (1) 
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FRACTIONS 
  

Examples 

0.5 = 
10

5
 0.05 = 

100

5
 0,03 = 

100

3
 

 

10

5
 x 

10

5
 = 

100

25
  

100

5
 x 

100

5
 = 

10000

25
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FRACTIONS  
  

Examples 

10

4
 = 0.4 

100

23
 = 0.23 

1000

753
 = 0.753
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EXPONENTS AND DECIMAL FRACTIONS 

  
Examples 

0.52 = 
10

5
 x 

10

5
 = 

100

25
 = 0.25   

 

0.052 = 
100

5
 x 

100

5
 = 

10000

25
 = 0.0025 
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MATHEMATICS  Skill Level 1  

THE ANKER SCHOOL  MARKS:  20 

 
 

Determine the answers of the following powers by determining the power 

1.) 183= 

2.) 752= 

Greater than or smaller than 

3.) 43_13 

4.) 84_13 

Write the following numbers as scientific notations 

5.) 340 

6.) 3400 

Use the multiplication of exponents and calculate the exponent answers 

7.) 176 x 175 = 

8.) n2 x n4 = 

Use the division of exponents and calculate the exponent answers 

9.) t54 ÷ t44 = 

10.) e77 ÷ e6 = 

Determine the power of the following raised powers  

11.) (812)2 = 

12.) (1322)2 = 

Determine the power of the following products of raised powers 

13.) (18h)8 = 

14.) 28e5)3 = 

Rewrite the following 

15.) (
8

7
)4 = 

16.) (
9

4
)3 = 

Write the following decimal fractions as proper fractions 

17.) 0.78 

18.) 0.006 

Determine the answer of the following fraction 

19.) 
100

5
 x 

100

9
  

20.) 
10

8
 x 

10

4
 

 

 

 



1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How do you know when a word is a VERB? 

a. By asking: Can you…?            Can you walk? 

 

b. By placing a pronoun in front of it:            We read books in class. 

                                                                 She walks in the park. 

 

 

1. THE THREE TENSES 

 

 

PRESENT 

PAST                  Tells the time  

FUTURE              the ACTION  

                             took place 

 



2. 

Heading:___________________________  Date:____________________ 

 

 

Find 10 verbs in the wordsearch. Use each of these 10 verbs in your own 

sentence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Instructions: 



3. 

1.__________________________________________________________ 

   __________________________________________________________ 

 

2.__________________________________________________________ 

   __________________________________________________________ 

 

3.__________________________________________________________ 

   __________________________________________________________ 

 

4.__________________________________________________________ 

   __________________________________________________________ 

 

5.__________________________________________________________ 

   __________________________________________________________ 

 

6.__________________________________________________________ 

   __________________________________________________________ 

 

7.__________________________________________________________ 

   __________________________________________________________ 

 

8.__________________________________________________________ 

   __________________________________________________________ 

 



4. 

9.__________________________________________________________ 

   __________________________________________________________ 

 

10._________________________________________________________ 

    __________________________________________________________ 

TOTAL:20/                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

 









Office Administration / Kantoorbestuur Skill level 1 

Follow the instructions below and create the WordArt/ Volg die volgende instruksies en 
ontwerp die WordArt 

 

 

1. Insert (Ribbon) 
2. Shape 
3. Basic Shapes 
4. Select the fifth shape 
5. Shape styles 
6. Select the first red one 
7. Right click on shape 
8. Add text 
9. Write your name and surname 
10. Select your name and surname 
11. Click on Home (Ribbon) 

12. Select Verdana Font 
13. Select 24 Font Size 
14. Format (Ribbon) 
15. WordArt Styles 
16. Highlight your name and surname 
17. Click on the “A” 
18. Select the 3rd column, last row 
19. Click on Text Fill 
20. Select the fourth red one from the top 
21. Click Text Outline 
22. Select the first red one 
23. Click Text Effects 
24. Select Reflection 
25. Select Reflection variations 
26. Select the last one 
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IMPLEMENTING SANITATION TO THE WORK ENVIRONMENT: 

 
 Identifying the tools and equipment needed for manicures and pedicures 
 
 

Nail polish remover 

 

Removes all nail polish from the nail 

 

Warm soapy water 

 

 

To wash and soften the hands 

 

Nail cutter 

 

To cut and shorten your free edge 

 

Emery board 

 

 

To shape and smoothen rough edges on the free 

edge 

 

Orange stick 

 

To push back cuticles, and remove dirt from 

underneath the nail 

It can be used to remove excess nail polish in the 

nail groove. 

 

Cuticle oil 

 

Hydrates and soften cuticles 

 

https://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjD-4nekLHXAhVCuxQKHbtZAc0QjRwIBw&url=https://www.amazon.com/Professional-Double-Cosmetic-Manicure-Pedicure/dp/B015OALT0U&psig=AOvVaw1ZWzVo6Sv5NKq66vud6dtD&ust=1510304378796988
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Cuticle nipper 

 

 

Remove dry and hanging cuticles  

 

Nail brush 

 

 

Scrubs and cleans the nail 

 

3-way Buff and shine  

 

Removes ridges and smooth the nail surface 

Shines the nail 

 

Hand exfoliator/scrub 

 

Removes dead skin cells and softens the hands 

 

Disinfectant  

         

Kept in small jars for soaking the nipper and nail 

cutter during treatment 

Cotton wool 

 

 

Used to tip orange sticks and apply nail polish 

remover to the nail 

 

  

https://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiFsNHDlrHXAhWGXBQKHYW_ATwQjRwIBw&url=https://www.vogue.com/article/natural-nails-buff-anti-manicure&psig=AOvVaw3T4T8wJvD4NrZx3Enq8C_K&ust=1510306014523409
https://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiTtNO5kbHXAhUHPRQKHRx6DAUQjRwIBw&url=https://www.aliexpress.com/item/120pcs-Nail-Cotton-Balls-Pads-Soft-Gentle-Makeup-Cosmetic-Cleanser-Polish-Remover-Wipe-Nail-Art-Care/32648463946.html?scm=1007.13338.50051.0&pvid=20f6b975-b066-4512-9145-0c21e40124df&tpp=1&psig=AOvVaw19IwJkoSK4Ks82DW2rtSiK&ust=1510304587399886
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Base coat 

 

 

Protects the nail 

 

Nail polish 

 

 

Nail colour, chosen by the client 

 

Top coat 

 

Protects the nail colour  

 

Towels 

 

To protect the treatment area and dry the hands 

 

 

Kidney bowl 

 

 

 

To keep the sterilised nail nipper and nail cutter 

 

Dust bin  

 

 

To dispose of used cotton wool and tissue  

 

 

https://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjzyLmQkrHXAhUTnRQKHd0tDpkQjRwIBw&url=https://www.ebay.com/b/Nail-Polish/11873/bn_220834&psig=AOvVaw05ZJwqRGwLOmYzWOl8fMbr&ust=1510304835214584
http://www.google.co.za/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwia1rLZkbHXAhWDXhQKHXPrDjoQjRwIBw&url=http://www.first-aid.co.nz/hardware/kidney-bowls&psig=AOvVaw1BefGlYGtGE5JN3OgFK28d&ust=1510304722872772
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GUIDELINES FOR CLEANING AND DISINFECTING MANICURE / PEDICURE 

EQUIPMENT: 

In the salon, all tools and implements or equipment must be properly cleaned and disinfected 

before it comes into contact with a client. 

 

Proper cleaning and disinfection 

 Everything in the salon has a hard or soft surface e.g. manicure tabletops, arm cushions, 

manicure bowls, towels and buffers 

 Any one of these implements coming into direct contact with a client’s skin is considered 

contaminated 

 All contaminated surfaces must be thoroughly and properly cleaned and disinfected 

 To be properly cleaned, the surface must be scrubbed of debris (contamination) and rinsed 

with clean water 

 Proper cleaning (called sanitizing) must be done before the disinfection step 

 

Proper product application 

 Some products can become contaminated if not properly used e.g. lotions, scrubs, paraffin 

wax, masks and oils. 

 Cuticle oils should not be applied with a brush that touches your clients skin 

 Lotions should be applied with a spoon to prevent contamination 

 
 
To avoid product contamination always: 
 
A) Dispose of used products between clients 

B) Use single-disposable implements to remove products from containers 

C) Use an applicator bottle or dropper to apply the products 
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Basic salon sanitation: 

 

 Therapists should clean both their hands and their clients’ hands or feet before each 

treatment. 

 Waterless hand sanitizer can be used, if your hands are contaminated - they should be 

washed with liquid soap and running water. 

 Cleaning the hands reduces the risks of spreading germs from client to client. 

 All implements, equipment and materials must be properly cleaned and disinfected before 

servicing each client. 

 If any metal tools come into contact with blood, body fluid, infection or unhealthy 

conditions, it must be cleaned and disinfected immediately. 

 If a nail file comes into contact with blood, it must be thrown away immediately. 

 Store clean disinfected tools in a clean container that is separate from the used tools and 

files. 

 “Sanitizing” means cleaning to remove all visible debris” e.g. cleaning your foot rasp 

 Use clean towels or manicure pillows for each client. 

 Products such as creams, scrubs, masks and oils must be used in a sanitary manner to 

prevent contamination. e.g. cuticle oils should not be used with a brush to avoid product 

contamination. 

 If blood or bodily fluids comes into contact with the salon surface, the therapist should put 

on protective gloves. 

 

Methods of proper cleaning: 

♥   Proper cleaning requires liquid soap, water and the use of a clean scrub brush to remove 

all visible debris 

♥  All items should be scrubbed under running water 
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♥  Different items are cleaned in different ways – depending on what they made of 

♥  The cleaning step should be properly done before it can be disinfected. 

♥  All items must be thoroughly rinsed and dried with a clean cloth before they are placed into  

a disinfectant 

 

Cleaning (Sanitation) 

 Method Examples 

1. Scrub brush Nail files and buffers 

2. Acetone soak Metal cuticle pushers 

3. Washing machines Cloth towels and bed covers 

4. Wipes Electrical equipment tabletops 
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DATE: ___________________       ACTIVIYT 5: 

       

1. Match Column A with Column B with regards to manicure equipment.  

 Column A – 

Equipment 

 Column B – 

 Explanation 

Answer  

1.1 Towels A Disposed of used cotton  

1.2 Hand exfoliator B Nail colours  

1.3 Kidney bowls C Scrubs and cleans the nails  

1.4 Cotton wool D To protect the treatment area or dry your 

hands 

 

1.5 Nail polish E Used with nail polish remover  

1.6 Cuticle oil F Removes dead skin cells and softens the 

hands 

 

1.7 Nail cutter G Hydrates and softens the skin  

1.8 Nail polish remover H To keep the nail clipper and cuticle cutter  

1.9 Nail brush I To cut the free-edge  

1.10 Dustbin  J Removes all nail polish from the nails  

 

[10] 

 

2. How do you avoid product contamination? 

2.1. ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2.2. ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

2.3. ………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

[3] 

 

3. Fill in the missing words with regards to basic salon hygiene. 

1. Therapists must clean their ………………. and their client’s ……………………. 

 before each treatment.               [2] 

 

2. Cleaning the hands reduces the risk of spreading …………………………...        [1] 
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3. If a metal tool comes into contact with blood, it must be …………………… 

 immediately.                     [1] 

 

4. ………………………………….. means cleaning.     [1] 

 

5. If blood comes into contact with the salon surface, the therapist must wear  

protective ………………………….        [1] 

 

 

4. Find two pictures of disinfectant products. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

[2] 
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5. Identify the following tools and products. Label them and give a brief description of their 

functions.  

 

 

 

1.  

 

 

2. 

 
 

3. 

 

 

4. 

  

5. 

 

 

6. 

 

 

7. 

 

 

8. 
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9. 

 

 

10. 

 

[10] 

 

… / 31 
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Wet Sterilisation   

The organisms are destroyed through moist heat. This results in the death of the 

organisms. Moist heat method is used for heat sensitive materials.  

Through wet sterilization, the most resistant of the spores require a temperature of 121°C 

for around half an hour. It is a more effective method when compared with dry heat 

sterilization. This can be supported by the fact that through wet heat, sterilization can be 

achieved at lower temperatures in a shorter duration. 

 Prepare the solution. 

 Tools are completely submerged. 

 Cover with a lid to prevent contamination. 

 Before submerging, wash with warm soapy water and rinse thoroughly. 

 After removing tools from the solution, rinse and dry with a clean towel and store in a 

clean dry cabinet. 

 

Dry Sterilization – UV cabinet sterilizer  

Dry heat is used for sterilizing different materials. Heated air is used in this process. As 

compared to the wet sterilization, the temperature in this method is higher. The 

temperature is usually higher than 180 °C. 

 Airtight cabinet containing fumigant. 

 Tools are placed in a cabinet until ready for use. 

 Fumigant= 1 tbsp Borax + 1 tbsp Formalin. 

 Place on a tray at bottom of cabinet. 

 Vapours will form inside the  

cabinet sanitizing the tools. 
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PROPER DISINFECTION OF MULTI-USE TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT: 

 Multi-use items  equipment that can be used more than once and be disinfected. 

 The equipment must be properly cleaned while retaining (keeping) its usefulness and 

quality 

 They are designed to be used more than once, but they must be cleaned properly between 

clients 

 Examples of multi-use items  

o Towels  

o Manicure bowels 

o Cuticle nippers (cutters) 

o Cuticle pushers 

o Some nail files or buffers 

 
Multi-use items come in three (3) groups: 
 

1  Hard non-absorbent items made of hard materials that do not absorb liquids 

 E.g. metal, glass or plastic 

 

2  Porous and/or absorbent items made of plastic or wood, that can absorb liquid     

  E.g. scrub brushes, buffers, cloth towels 

 

3  Self disinfecting items that will not support the growth of bacteria, viruses or  

        Fungi. E.g. nail polish brushes  

        These products don’t need to be disinfected or cleaned 
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SALON HYGIENE: 

 
Everyday many clients and staff enter the salon and they bring with them billions 

of germs. There are 3 main types of germs 

    ► Fungi 
 
► Viruses 
 
► Bacteria 
 

 
Many of these germs of harmless but others cause infection – we all have a duty 

to prevent the spread of infections and infestations in the salon. 

 
  

  Infections and infestations 
 
 Infections are caused when harmful bacteria inter your body – some are helpful   

others are harmful 

The harmful bacteria are called pathogens and these cause infections. 

 
When the body becomes aware of an infection, it tries to protect itself.  

 

 Increase in blood flow to the area which makes it red and inflamed 

 The red blood cells clot to prevent bleeding in a wound 

 White blood cells attack the bacteria and destroy it – thus forming pus 

 If a pore on your skin gets infected, it goes red, swells up and pus forms. 

 These are all signs of infections and as a beauty therapist you must 

recognise these signs and be careful 

 
 
Infections and infestations can be caused and spread by: 
 

 Close contact with your client 

 Dirty and infected tools 

 The warm air in a beauty salon 

 

Germs 

Disease – 

causing 

bacteria and 

viruses 

Pathogens 

Harmful 

bacteria that 

cause 

infection 
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Causes of infections: 

Infections can occur in two different ways – direct or indirect contamination 

►Direct contamination is when an infection passes from one person to another.  

  touching the skin, sneezing, coughing and breathing 

►Indirect contamination the infection passes from one person to another through 

unclean objects.  

 used towels, dirty tools, wet floors 

 

Diseases causing bacteria 

 

Fungi 

 Fungal diseases grow well in warm, damp places like between our toes. 

 It causes athletes foot that grows on the feet 

♥   It causes red blisters on the feet which burst, and the skin goes dry and flaky 

 Its causes ringworms  

♥   Red patches on the abdomen (stomach) and face which spread outwards 

and heal from the centre, leaving a ring 

 It causes ringworms on the nails 

♥ Nails become yellow and grey, they become weak and separate from the nail 

bed 

 

  Bacteria  

  100’s of different types of bacteria 

 They everywhere around us – in the air, soil, water and on the skin 

 It causes  impetigo 

♥ Red itchy patches on the skin – face – the patches blister and form a crust 

Contamination 

Passing of an 
infection from one 
person to another 
through 
uncleaned objects 
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 It causes conjunctivitis 

♥ The skin around the eye is red and itchy, very sore and inflamed with pus 

(highly contagious) can be spread through towels 

 

  Virus 

 Viruses need living tissue to survive – so they grow inside your body 

 Viruses must be treated with antibiotics 

 Its causes colds and flu, measles, mumps and chicken pox 

 It causes  herpes simplex (cold sores) 

♥    Red, itchy, crusty patches on the lips 

 It causes warts 

♥   Vary in size, shape and texture, raised “bumps” on the skin, can be found on 

the face, hands or feet 

 

Table to help you remember the different types of infections 
 

 

 

 
Infection  looks like  area of body  cause  

athlete’s foot  red blisters that burst and go 
dry and scaly  

feet  fungi  

ringworm  red patches which spread 
outwards, then heal from the 
centre leaving a ring  

abdomen, limbs 
and face  

fungi  

impetigo  red, itchy patches which 
blister and form crusts  

face  bacteria  

conjunctivitis  skin around the eye is red and 
itchy  

eyes  bacteria  

herpes simplex  

(cold sores)  

small red, itchy, crusty 
patches  

lips  virus  

verrucae or 
warts  

small, raised, scaly bumps   hands and feet, 
sometimes the 
knees  

virus  
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DATE: ____________________        ACTIVITY 6: 

  

 

1. What is an infection? Give two examples. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. [3] 

 

2. What is a fungus? Give two examples of infections caused by fungi. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. [3] 

 

3. What are bacteria? Give two examples of infection caused by bacteria. 

      ………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. [3] 

 

… / 9 
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DATE: ____________________        ACTIVITY 7:  

 

Personal Hygiene 

Personal Hygiene is of great importance in a salon. It is essential to prevent the spread of 

infectious diseases and because your client wants a therapist with high hygiene standards. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1. What would you say to Masego if you were in her boss? What do you need to  

tell her about her personal hygiene in the salon? 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

 

… / 5 

Masego comes into the salon looking very untidy – her hair is a mess, her make-

up is too heavy, her clothes are the same ones she was wearing yesterday, and 

she does not smell very fresh. 

Masego and her friend Ronnie went to a new club and got home very late. They 

stayed up the whole night talking and only slept on the floor for about two hours. 

They had a great time but Masego had to sleep in her clothes! 

Do you think Masego is fit for work the next day? 

Masego says her clothes are a bit crumpled and smelly but no-one, she will 

change before she goes out again, she is meeting another friend. 


